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Louisiana Operations Community Advisory panel (CAP) Meeting 
November 12, 2015 
Meeting Summary 
 
Attendees: 
 
CAP Members:    Dow Members: 
Matt Jewell    Eduardo Do Val 
Darlene Ourso    Stacey Chiasson   
Dr. Ed Cancienne   Larry Rushing  
Wes Watts    Mike Albano   
Riley “Pee Wee” Berthelot  Fran Comeaux  
Jamie Hanks 
Jason Manola 
 
The CAP meeting was held at the Dow Plantation House in Plaquemine. 
 
Eduardo Do Val, Site Director for Louisiana Operations, announced that for the 12th consecutive quarter, 
Dow has met earnings expectations, and Louisiana Operations continues to significantly contribute to 
the corporation’s positive results. Do Val also shared that Louisiana Operations continues to run safely 
and reliably, and celebrated setting new production and safety records again so far in 2015.   
 
Do Val discussed the closing of the Dow - Olin deal on October 5 which resulted in Dow divesting its 
Chlor-Alkali business, and as a result, making Olin the largest tenant on the Louisiana Operations site, 
owning 15% of the onsite assets. With the site’s Gulfstream Growth Project scheduled for startup at the 
end of 2016 and into 2017, even after the Olin separation, the Louisiana Operations site will grow 
approximately five percent larger.   
 
Mike Albano, Responsible Care Leader for Louisiana Operations, reviewed environmental, health and 
safety metrics for the most recent quarter.  Albano reminded the CAP members that they receive copies 
of the quarterly summary of activities conducted pursuant to the cooperative agreement pertaining to 
implementation of groundwater remediation in the mail.   Albano reported that EH&S performance 
continues to be good.  The Special Emphasis program on “Drive to Zero” is ongoing.   Drive to Zero 
means Zero Injuries and Illnesses, Zero Releases, and Zero Process Safety Incidents. This is also known as 
Triple Zero. The site broke their Triple Zero record on October 19th.     
 
Stacey Chiasson, Public Affairs Leader, announced that Dow will once again open their PTEC scholarship 
program in early 2016. Applications will be available for high school seniors and mid-career adults.  
Chiasson discussed the innovative ways BRCC – Westside Campus is communicating with the contract 
population to encourage them to return to school for increased skill training.  
 
The next CAP meeting will be held in February 2016. 


